
COURTESY TRANSLATION

Roman MIKULEC
Minister of  Interior

of the Slovak republic

Bratislava 4th October 2022

Dear President,

Following your letter regarding subsidies reduction for the civic association titled Politickz'
väzni a Zväz protikomunistického odboja (Political Prisoners and Union of Anti-Communist
Resistance), I would like to announce you the Ministry of Interior has received distinctive
feedback in the recent years from the media or Government Council for Human Rights, as far
as the association in question is  concerned. The feedback mainly concerned publication of
Svea'ectvo (Testimony) journal.

At the mutual meeting in July 2017, we notified representatives of  the civic association to pay
heed to impartiality and adherence to democratic principles of the Slovak Republic when
publishing the journal.

By the means of  letter of 24 November 2020, we announced to the civic association we had
recently been receiving an increasing amount of  feedback as regards the content of  the journal
in question. In this manner we also communicated our objections as regards the content of
certain articles in the journal, and in case they asked for a subsidy for 2021, we would reduce
it and reconsider co—financing of  the journal in question.

Dear President, we appreciate and endorse the activities of the abovementioned civic
association like holding commemorative events, publishing, documentary‚ and archival
activities as they help preserve the legacy of  political prisoners for younger generations. On the
other hand, we cannot stand idly and keep financing the journals the content of which arouses
suspicion the civic association in question deals more with politics than their original mission
i.e. disseminate the testimony of  political prisoners who suffered during the communist regime.
Therefore, we have decided to cease co—financing of  the journal in question. All these facts have
influenced the decision to reduce the subsidy to this civic association.

@
Respectfully

Dear
Christian DIETRICH
President of  the International Association
of  Former Political Prisoners
and Victims of  Communism




